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Reasoning with Proportion 
Topics National Curriculum Content: 
 
Ratio & proportion,  Rates of change 

 Understand that a multiplicative relationship between two quantities can be 
expressed as a ratio or a fraction 

 Solve problems involving direct and inverse proportion, including graphical and 
algebraic representations 

 Use compound units such as speed, unit pricing and density to solve problems 
 Change freely between related standard units  

Key Vocabulary Curriculum Sequencing- (prerequisite knowledge and links to GCSE content) 

Ratio, multiplier, ratio, scale factor, constant, variable, non-linear, 
gradient, direct, inverse, proportional, speed, distance, time, per, 
average, density, mass, volume, substitute, rearrange, units. Flow 
rate, rates of change 
 

 
Solve problems with direct proportion 

Direct proportion and conversion graphs 

Graphs of inverse relationships  

Solve ratio problems given the whole or a part 

Solve problems involving ratio and algebra  

Convert compound units  

          Denotes links to higher Tier GCSE content 

                  
           Denotes –‘review step’ – prerequisite knowledge from content covered earlier 
in KS3 
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Unit Topic Learning Objectives Differentiated Learning Outcomes Week  Common Misconceptions 

Carried on with  term four schemes of work. Catching up due to loss of learning causwd by covid lockdown. 1 and 2  

 
 
 
 
 
Proportional 
Reasoning 

Distance 
Speed and 
Time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Density, 
mass and 
volume 
 
 
 
 
 
Pressure, 
force and 
area 
 
 
 
 
Convert 
between 

 Calculate speed as 
a compound 
measure of 
distance and time 

 Solve problems 
involving speed, 
distance and time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Calculate a density 
as a compound 
measure of mass 
and volume 

 
 
 
 

 Calculate pressure 
as a compound 
measure 

 
 

 Convert between 
compound units of 
measurements 

All students must: 
 Be able to calculate speed using the 

S=D/T triangle 
 Be able to calculate density as a 

compound measure of mass and 
volume 

 Be able to calculate pressure as a 
compound measure of force and 
area 

Most students should: 
 Be able to calculate speed as a 

compound measure of distance and 
time 

 Be able to model a multipart 
journey using a time line 

 Be able to calculate either a volume 
or mass when given a density 

 Be able to calculate a pressure, 
force or area when given the other 
two measures 

Some students could: 
 Be able to convert between units of 

speed using equivalent ratios 
 Be able to model a multipart 

journey algebraically 
 Be able to calculate a population 

density 
 Be able to convert between metric 

units of pressure 
 
 

3 and 4  Density, pressure and time do not 
have to have fixed units. For instance 
a speed can be m/s or mph, density 
can be g/cm3 or kg/m3. 

 Students can often have difficulty 
remembering which measure to 
divide by. The speed, pressure and 
density triangles to recall the 
relationship between the various 
measures 

 Students fail to recognise that 
imperial and metric units are two 
distinct sets of measurements 

 Students often have difficulty 
converting between units wen one 
quantity is given in another unit. For 
instance speed is given in mph and 
time given in seconds. They fail to 
convert the time to hours. 



compound 
units 

 Ratio and 
proportion 

 Apply ratio to real 
contexts and 
problems such as 
those involving 
scaling 

 Model problems 
that are in direct 
proportion using 
the constant of 
proportionality 

 Create and use 
formulae to model 
problems involving 
inverse proportion 

All students must: 
 Be able to use a single multiplier to 

adjust an ingredient list 
 Be able to derive a formula uisng 

the constant of proportionality to 
describe how two measurements 
are in proportion 

 Be able to derive a formula in the 
form 1/x to model inverse 
proportion 

Most students should: 
 Be able to adjust an ingredient list 

for any number of servings 
 be able to derive and use a formula 

with constant of proportionality to 
calculate measurements that are in 
direct proportion 

 be able to derive a formula to 
model inverse proportion and use it 
to calculate unknown values 

Some students could: 
 Be able to calculate the number of 

servings when given comparable 
ingredients lists 

 Be able to solve problems in context 
by deriving and using the constant 
of proportionality 

 Be able to derive and use a formula 
to model when one unit is inversely 
proportional to the square or cube 
of another 

 
 
 

 
 

5 and 6  Students often struggle with writing 
the correct proportional formula from 
the written description. 

 Students are often unable to correctly 
manipulate it to calculate unknown 
values 

 Students tend to struggle with 
forming a ration when solving 
problems involving proportion 

 When writing ratios in the form 1 : n 
students incorrectly assume that n 
has to be an integer or greater than 1 
 



 

 

End of year exam assessment and feedback 6  



 

Reasoning with Geometry 
Topics National Curriculum Content: 
 
Translation, Reflection, Rotation, Enlargement and 
similarity 
 

 Identify properties of and describe the results of translations, rotations and 
reflections applied to given figures 

 Describe, sketch and draw using conventional terms and notations: points, lines, 
parallel and perpendicular lines 

 Use scale factors 
 Construct similar shapes by enlargement with and without coordinate grids 
 Apply angle facts, triangle congruence, similarity and properties of shapes 

quadrilaterals to derive results about angles and sides 
 Use Pythagoras’ Theorem in similar triangles to solve problems involving right-

angled triangles 
  

Key Vocabulary Curriculum Sequencing- (prerequisite knowledge and links to GCSE content) 

 
Shape, Rotational, Order, Symmetry, Regular, Irregular, Mirror, 
Image, Rotation, Invariant, Clockwise, Anticlockwise, Centre, 
Translate, Vector, Horizontal, Vertical, Vertex, Reflect, Direction, 
Single, Combined, Scale factor, negative scale factor, similar, 
enlargement, reflection, mirror line, object/image, orientation, 
adjacent, hypotenuse, opposite, right-angle 

 
Identify the order of rotational symmetry 

Compare and contrast rotational symmetry with the lines of symmetry 

Find the results of a series of transformations (combined transformations)  

Recognise linear functions in the form    y = ± a and x = ± 

Identify an order of rotational and reflective symmetry for two dimensional shapes 

Enlarge a shape by a negative scale factor 

Solve problems with similar triangles 

Explore ratios in right-angled triangles  

          Denotes links to higher Tier GCSE content 
                  
           Denotes –‘review step’ – prerequisite knowledge from content covered earlier 
in KS3 
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Unit Topic Learning Objectives Differentiated Learning Outcomes Week  Common Misconceptions 

 
 
 
 
 
Geometry 

Translation 
and Rotation 

 Perform addition and 
subtracting with column 
vectors 

 Use vector notation to 
perform and describe 
translations 

 Describe  translations 
 Use a centre, direction and 

amount of turn to perfom and 
describe rotations 

 Describe rotation 

All students must: 
 Be able to represent a column 

vector as a translation on a grid 
 Be able to translate an object in the 

first quadrant using a translation 
vector 

 Be able to rotate an object 180 
degrees about a centre on a 
Cartesian grid 

 Be able to fully describe a single 
transformation using a rotation or 
translation 
 

Most students should: 
 Be able to use algebraic methods to 

add and subtract with column 
vectors 

 Be able to translate an object on 
Cartesian axes using a translation 
vector 

 Be able to rotate an object about a 
centre in any direction on a 
Cartesian grid 

 Be able to fully describe a single 
transformation as a reflection, 
rotation or translation 

Some students could: 
 Be able to solve identities involving 

column vectors 
 Be able to perform and describe a 

translation on Cartesian axes using 
a translation vector 

7 and 8  Translation vectors can 
incorrectly be written 
using the name notation 
as coordinate pairs. 

 Translations, Rotations, 
Enlargement and 
Reflections all come 
under the umbrella term 
of transformation. 
Students often confuse 
the term translation for 
transformation. 

 Students often have 
more difficulty 
describing single 
transformations rather 
than performing them. 

 Enlargements can 
involve making a 
shape smaller as well 
as bigger. Fractional 
scale factors 
between 0 and 1, not 
negative, decrease 
the size 



 Be able to perform and describe 
rotations using a centre on a 
Cartesian grid 

 Be able to describe the outcome of 
a combined transformation 

 Reflections  Perform reflections on a grid 
using straight line graphs as 
the mirror line 

All students must: 
 Be able to reflect an object on  a 

Cartesian grid using vertical or 
horizontal linear function as the 
mirror line 

Most students should: 
 Be able to reflect an object on a 

Cartesian grid using a mirror line in 
the form y=mx + c 

Some students could: 
 Be able to perform and describe a 

reflection on a Cartesian grid 
 

 

9  

 Enlargement 
and similarity 

 Perform and describe 
enlargements on a grid using 
a centre and scale factor 

 Perform enlargements for 
negative scale factors 

 Fully describe a single 
transformation 

 Use length scale factor to 
calculate unknown lengths 

All students must: 
 Be able to enlarge  an object to a 

positive integer scale factor and 
centre on Cartesian axes 

 Be able to enlarge an object by a 
negative scale factor and centre 

 Be able to fully describe a single 
transformation using a rotation or 
translation 

 Be able to calculate the length scale 
factor for two similar shapes 

Most students should: 
 Be able to enlarge an object to a 

positive scale factor and centre on 
Cartesian axes 

 Be able to enlarge an object by a 
negative scale factor and centre 

 Be able to fully describe a single 
transformation as a reflection, 
rotation or translation 

9 and 10  



 

 

 Be able to calculate missing 
dimensions in similar shapes using 
the length scale factor 

Some students could: 
 Be able to describe and perform an 

enlargement using a positive scale 
factor on Cartesian axes 

 Be able to perform and describe 
enlargements using a negative scale 
factor 

 Be able to fully describe a single 
transformation as an enlargement, 
reflection, rotation or translation 

 Be able to calculate missing lengths 
in compound shapes by considering 
their similar components 

 
 

 


